
Bryant-Taneda - English 11   
Student Editor:  Author’s Name: Block: 
Check that the student does NOT use these: 
   I, me, my (unless it is in story dialogue or 1st person point of view is used) 

   you, your, (unless it is in dialogue) 
   get, got, getting 
   a lot;  
   things,  

   very 
   in conclusion 
   put,  
   contractions,  

   wordiness/filler/repetition (eg. The character was aggressive. We know he was aggressive because… or “another trait  the character has 
is…” or “an additional example is”…) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

   Don’t end sentences with 2-letter words: for example, in, of, to, as (prepositions) 
   Don’t start sentences with And, but, or, so, then 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

In narratives, check for these: 
   Check for a rough detailed plot diagram     Check for rough point form sensory information 
   Is there a sound plot? 
   Is the setting explained in the first paragraphs? 
   Are the characters developed?  

   Is there a believable turning point in the plot? 
   Is the conflict explained? Is it believable?  
   Is sensory detail tied in? 

   Has the symbol been integrated? 
   Is there a climax where the plot rises to a point where it turns toward the conclusion? 
   Is there a believable conclusion and tying up of details? 
   Is there tone (author’s attitude) and voice (author’s perspective/belief) in the writing? 
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